ENGLISH AND METHODOLOGY: A 21st Century Approach for English Teachers
LOCATION
SPAIN: Jaén
TARGET AUDIENCE
Teachers (primary, secondary, vocational, adult)

DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING
This course is appropriate for teachers of English who wish to learn about ELT developments and
modern teaching techniques while providing participants opportunities to improve and enrich their
knowledge of English in selected aspects of the language.
The key concept of the course is creative language teaching and learning for communication; the
approach is humanistic, task-based and collaborative to create learning conditions conducive to
effective and affective learning; and the focus is on practical classroom activities and resources.
Student-centred and generated activities; groupwork and cooperative storytelling; drama, role-plays,
theatre-based activities and non-verbal communication; Art and English; communicative games and
game-like activities; creative writing & other literature based activities; discussions and interviews;
effective pronunciation; warmers, pace changers and closing activities; etc., will provide participants
with a refreshing wealth of teaching techniques for the classroom.
TYPE OF CERTIFICATION OF ATTENDANCE AWARDED
Europass and Certificate of attendance with description of training content and time input.
DATES
ENGLISH AND METHODOLOGY: A 21st Century Approach for English Teachers.
Country of Destination: Jaén, SPAIN
Duration (days): 7 training days (from Sunday to Saturday)
Language of communication: English

Dates in 2021

Dates in 2022

28 November - 4 December
Jaén · 7 training days

16 - 22 January
Jaén · 7 training days
27 November - 3 December
Jaén · 7 training days

Note: The information included in this document might be subject to amendment. You should check our website
www.englishmatters.org for any updated information about our programmes.

ENGLISH AND METHODOLOGY: A 21st Century Approach for English Teachers
Spain (Jaén)
7 Day Training Programme
SUNDAY
Registration.
Introduction to Programme.
Getting to know each other.
MONDAY
Spanish Education System.
Images of Spanish Society.
Building your Learning Portfolio.
Field project “Contexts4Content”: Special places in Jaén
TUESDAY
Language focus.
The shape of a good lesson.
Generating creative language learning experiences and outcomes I.
WEDNESDAY
Literature and Identity.
Language focus: Effective pronunciation - ideas and activities.
Generating creative language learning experiences and outcomes II.
Field project “Contexts4Content”: Baeza (Plaza del Pópulo, Palacio de Jabalquinto, Old University & the Poet’s
school, Catedral & Plaza de Santa María).
THURSDAY
ICT resources: Ideas and applications.
FRIDAY
University of Granada: The Discovery of Exotic Spain through English Travelers’ Eyes.
Field project “Contexts4Content”: Granada & The Alhambra.
SATURDAY
Presentation of learning journals (What have WE learned?)
Discussing dissemination strategies.
Evaluation

NOTE: These Reference programmes day by day may be subject to amendment. Such amendment, if necessary, would be
kept to a minimum, consistent with the quality and balance of the programme.

